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The im ,estigaateat area is located in the northern ptart of Me.	
/'^ 1	 NlVestern Desert of E:tppt between lotarlituade& 36"00'-29"00'. caraad
latitudes 29"O '-34"3WIV, and betive-en longit-mlfs 25"O ' 27"0011
and latitudes
	 It comrs the Qattara Depression
i which & as trraa;Jor l hysiagraipl yde feature in the S ahoraa Desert,
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I	 for the Qaattcaraa Depr",sion area ` 'from LAI- DRAT':sWNW imaartes
arra as Wale of I z 500,000, whinh are the geological ., structural
Nueaation and draah"ooe mops, By upplttiny cotraputaatiou techniques
lima.>aatdon aderrsiky aud drainage density maap& are work-eat out for
the 'wtme aarro, T1ae growulwaater cataaditiom map ur0e,^ use of
thce aarterpretatdatar of the siatellite images and tire,
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vations On the aquifers diOr phaate' d in the Qattara Depression
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aauaalyses.
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t structural deformation and Tveah lutes in the earth crust, drain-
age coarses and drainage intersections, the variable character
of the a•ocks encountered during the development of the project
and the deposits laid down. in the Qattara Depression itself. The
latter deposits which are very extensive and saline, togetlter
	
p	 with the drainage and seepage waters, should be considered i2i
the assessment of the character of the water's contained in the	 -
depression after passing through the Mediterranean Sea
Qattara Depression canal. The grouvdivater conditions in the
Irr •ojeot area and its environs have been elucidated art a regional
basis to show the relation between executing a canal along
alignment LI and filling the Qattara Depression to an absolute
j level of ---60 era and the utilized waters. Recommendations are
proposed in this respect pointing out to the detailed investiga-
tions to be carried out,
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PART I
Geology
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The investigated area is divided into two units namely that of the
Qattara Depression and South Siwa Oasis. The depression itself
lies in the northern part of the Western Desert of Egypt several
tens of km to the south of the Mediterranean Sea coast (Plate I).
It is actually the largest depression in the Sahara Desert covering
great territories in northern Africa, and it is really constituted of
subsidiary lows forming ultimately a unified complex depression.
The- maximum depth of the depression reaches 134 m below the
Mediterranean Sea level. At —60 m Ievel it covers an area of some
05,000 km2
 extending roughly ENE-WSW for about 300 km, and
attaining variable breadths which increase in a westward direction
and reaching a maximum width of roughly 145 km.
To the north the Qattara Depression is limited by an extensive
escarpment named El Diffa PIateau which reaches a maximum
height of some +230 m. This escarpment makes the northern
wall of the depression, which is usually of steep and unstable slopes,
though in some localities it has gradational and relatively more
stable slopes. El Diffa Plateau slopes in a general manner towards
the Mediterranean Sea, both are separat.f d from each other by the
lediterranean coastal zone which is characterized by its gentle
topography and low relief. The escarpment of the north wall of
the depression is dissected by dense short drainage lines which
allow the rain water falling on the southern hart of the plateau to
drainage
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brain southwards into the depression (Plate II). It may be noted
in this respect that the trend of the drainage lines in the in-
vestigated area is greatly controlled by the fractures and faults
(Plate SII), while the length of these lines is largely controlled
by the slope where short lines are associated usually with steep
slopes while long Iines are connected with gentle slopes.
To the south the depression slopes northwards in a smooth
fashion. A wide plain is located to the south of the depression which
is dominated by sand ae iunulations and sand dune belts extending
in a NNW-SSE direction under the influence of the prevailing_ winds.
Eastwards the plain has drainage lines of the dendritic type trending
in an E-W direction, while westwards the drainage lines belong to
the trellis type and they assume a NW-SE strike. These lines drain
eventually into the lowest part of the depression.
The plain bordering the Qattara Depression eastwards is
covered by sands and clays of Early Miocene age which are re-
markably ferruginated. The sediments are frequently overlain by
coarse gravels and pebbles of variable character. The plain in
question is interrupted by major sand dime belts extending in a
NNW-SSE direction and its drainage lines are poorly developed.
The plateau limiting the Qattara Depression from the west is
dissected by relatively dense drainage lines belonging to the den-
dritic type. These are sloping usually eastwards in a smooth manner
towards the depression unto they reach its western wall where. they
become short, dense and steeply sloping into the depression itself.
The lines under discussion drain into a wide channel sloping south-
wards while keeping pa-gllel to the boundary of the depression.
Furthermore, short tributaries branch from the previously men-
tioned channel which drain roughly in an eastward direction into
the deepest part of the depression.
The Qattara Depression sinsu .strictu is dissected by drainage
lines belonging to the dendritic type. They make sometimes a deltaic
form especially in the flattened deep floor of the depression. The
drainage lines have their origin normally in the surrounding
plateaux and plains. As the former approach the bottom of the
01 	they join to form a wide channel parallel to the latter's
y
	
	 main trend, and then they run with a gentle slope to the south-
west where the deepest part of the depression is. located.
d Shallow saline writer ponds are notable in the deep parts of
the depression, which are also covered in many localities, by salts
and dark encrustations closely resembling the ponds in the satellite
images. The floor of the depression is frequently covered by sand,
silt and various types of sabkhas. The above mentioned features
are brought about by the accumulation of detrital materials carried
into the depression by water flowing through the drainage lines
()p. IN PAGE
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and by minds, as well as the evaporation of surface waters and
li^!aldng subsurface waters during long periods of time.
South Siwa Oasis is covered mainly by sand dunes in its central
and western parts. These dunes strike mostly in a NNW-SSE
direction and they show notable variation in their dev q?ty. Each.
density category has distinctive shape and type of listribution
which may be correlatable with the Uthology, structur and mor-
phology of the bedrocks. 'flie eastern hart of South Siwa Oasis
represents a plateau feature which joins soLthiwards the Muss Abu
Said Plateau in the vicinity of Farafra Oasis. The drainage lines
dissecting the part of the area in question are belonging to the
dendritie type and they run .EAV and NW-SE,
Statistical analysis of the drainage lmes has been carried out
for the Qattara Depression and South Siwa Oasis and a drainage
density map (Plate V) has been prepared in this respect. It has
been found out that the great part of the investigated area is dis-
sected by drainage lines in densities ranging from 0.1001 to 0.4000
km;'kn►u
 especially in the range of 0.2001 to 0.3000 km 'km-. Such
Iow density drainage lines are superimposed on rock units of
variable lithologv though encountered in locations which are not
Highly disturbed from the tectonic point of view.
The lowest density values of drainage lines, which are rang-
ing from 0,0000 to 0,1000 km: knV, are found in the wide plain
bordering" Qattara Depression from the south. east. The bedrock
in this plain belongs to the clay member of the Lover Miocene
Gebel El Khashab Formation, however, it is greatly covered with
gravels and sand dunes. The plain in question is relatively tectoni-
cally quiet.
I
One of the advantages of the drainage density snap (Plate V )
is that it points out to the highly disturbed. tectonic zones and
locations with abrupt unstable slopes where the density of the
drainage lines are high.
The highest density values of drainage lines of more than
5,000 km; ltmc are encountered in two locations on the northern
and. western rims of the Qattara Depression. The first location has
two highly. dense centres, one at Mingar Dweis on the eastern side.
of the northern rim of the depression and the second is situated
downwards in the depression itself at Matan Sharib, ►►pith the
exposed rocks belonging to the Garet E) Himeimat and .laghbub
Formations. The second location is tit Qaret El Khadim on the
►western rim of the depression where the rock cover is soft clay
belonging, to the Late Eocene Maadi Formation.
1
V
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High values of drainage density ranging from 0.4001 to 0.5000
Ian/km2 are encountered at the northern escarpment- bordering
the depression especially at Ras El Qattara. Other locations of
comparable density range are distributed in several parts of the
investigated area. These locations assume an ESE-'AfiTW, almost
E-W, trend which is roughly concomitant with one of the major
faults extending through the southern part of the Qattara Depres-
sion. Similar drainage density values are met with to , the south of
the Qattara Depression along important fault lines striking ENE-
WSW, one of them is located at El Bahrein and the second some
thirty km to the south south east.
Chapter 2
structure
The structural lineaments in the investigated area have been
f:
I	 -
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recognized and interpreted as folds and fractures including faults
(Plate III) on LANDSAT-1 satellite images. These lineaments have k
been computed and contoured on a lineation density map (Plate VD. ►^ 	 ,:
Theh sio ra hic features in the area of stud
	 including thep Y	 g	 p	 Y	 ^'
Qattara and other depressions, as well as El Diffa Plateau and other
elevated features, are closely linked with the manifestations of the
structural lineaments. The kinds of rock exposures distributed in
the area are also connected with the behaviour of these elements.
Several sets of fractures are snapped in the investigated area, ^•.fractures including
1	 t
f.
and actually they are much more common than hitherto indicated faults
on previous regional maps. The recognized sets possess the follow-
ing trends: NW-SE and NNW-SSE, ESE-WNW and ENE-WSW, 1
and NNE-SSW and NE-SW.
The NVV-SE set is represented mainly b y strike slip faults }	 ii
of right lateral type. These faxrLt&mare common between the Qattara f	 ^;
and SiNva Oasis Depressions, anti they, occasionally, traverse the
Qattara Depression. A set assuming a trend near to the NNW-SSE
is also observed though not a abundant as the previous set and (	 {
their relation to each other is riot so clear.
wo 1
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A particularly important set In the investigated area is the
one assuming an EURI-WSW trend. Important faults are belonging
to this set including those bordering; the Qattara Depression north-
wards and some within the depression itself. Other faults are
encountered to the south of the depression, one of which is super-
imposed on the small depressions extending from DI Bahrein to
Sitra. Another set of especial significance is the ESE-WNW one.
This is well illustrated by the very long fault extending from Siwa
Oasis Depression westwards to the southern part of the Qattara
Depression eastwards (El Shazly, Abdel Hady, El Ohawaby, El
Hassas, Khawasik, El Shazly and Sanad, 1975) . SmaIler faults
belonging to this set are distributed in the Qattara Depression
reaching to its northern rim, and sometimes these faults are
encountered outside the depression proper. The role of this set in
the development of the depressions in the northern Western Desert
has been also recognized (ibid.) . In the present work the combined
effect of the ENE-WSW and the ESE-INNW sets of lineaments is
weII illustrated in the formation of the Qattara Depression.
The NNE-SSW to N-S set of lineaments is less abundant than
the previously mentioned ones. Most of the Iineaments belonging
to this set are encountered on the western side of the Qattara
Depression where they tape part iii the delineation of its western
rim, though some of them are distributed near the northern wall
of the depression. It has been demonstrated that the faults belonging
to the discussed set are strike slip faults occasionally accompanied
by left lateral separation.
Two major lineaments and fern smaller ones, assuming a NE-
SW trend, traverse the northern part of the Qattara Depression.
Whey do not show . remarkable dislocation which may lead to the
assumption that they are deep seated tension fractures. Most of
the lineaments encountered in the investigated area are believed
to be belonging to the Alpine diastrophism which reached its peak
in the Late Miocene-Early Pliocene times, however, some line-
aments may be of older or younger ages.
On the lineation density map (Plate VI) five ranges of density
from > 0.4000 down to 0.0000 km /Irm 2 have been distinguished in
the investigated area. The locations of highest density exceeding
0.4000 Irm/km2
 are encountered at the intersections of lineaments
noar Ras El Qattara in the vicinity of the northern rim of the
Qattara Depression and at the intersections of lineaments near
Sitra to the south of the depression. Densities ranging from 0.3001
to 0:4000 km/km2
 are connected with the northern rim of the
depression towards its western side and along the ENE-WSW fault
extending from EI Bahrein to Sitra. Other localities of densities
ranging from 0.2001 to 0.8000 kM fkrn 2 are more widely spread in
the area of study taut they are more abundant in the vicinity of
lE
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the western side of the northern rim of the Qattara Depression, in
the neighbourbood of its western rim, along fault lines withui the
depression, and along fault lines of ENE-WSW trend to the south
of the depression, and in between the Qattara and Suva Oasis
Dc-pressions. Considerable coverage of El Diffa Plateau and the
extensive plain located to the south east of the Qattara Depression
are relatively quiet from the tectonic point of view, and the
lineament density values encountered there are ranging from 0.0000
to 0.1000 lcmtltn3.
Curved lineaments are recognized and interpreted on the satel- 	 • f obis
lite images as folds. These are demonstrated to be belonging to two
tectonic episodes namely an older late Mesozoic-early Cenozoic
Laramide episode and a younger late Cenozoic Alpine episode, Most
of the folds distinguished in the investigated area belong to the
letter episode, and the older folds are even modified and refolded
by the younger ones.
Bahariya Oasis Anticline ; The structure of Bahariya Oasis
has been studied previously by El Shazly, Abdel I3ady, El Ghawaby
and Xhawasik (1976). It has been demonstrated that the older
folding has an axial trace Striking NNE-SSW which has been
modified by younger folding to acquire an axial trace striking NNW-
SSE. The closure of Bahariya Oasis anticline has been located near
Cicely Hill in the presently investigated area where the relics of
the Oligocene sediments are bonded and they reappear eastwards.
Minor orenulations have been noted at the hinge closure of Bahariya
Oasis anticline while the spacial distribution of the Oligocene and
Eocene sediments has been rearranged under the influence of
folding and faulting.
Siwa Oasis Syncline . This structure is located between lon-
gitudes 25" E and 27^ E, and it traverses Silva Oasis. The axial trace
of this syncline, passing in the vicinity of Ain Tibaghbagh, is trending:
NNW-SSE and plunging to NNW. The apparent dislocation of the
hinge closure of Silva Oasis syncline from Ain Tibaghbagh to Gebel
Miashabi is believed to be mainly due to vertical displacement of
the inclined Eocene beds by the great ESE-WNW fault extending
from Suva Oasis to the southern part of the Qattara Depression,
which is confirmed by the difference in topography between the
southern high terrain and the northern Iow-lying plain. Naqb
Tibaghbagh syncline is superimposed on Siwa Oasis syncline, a
feature which may help in the interpretation of the lowest topo
graphy exhibited in the southern paint of the Qattara Depression.
Q&ttara Depression Syncline ; This is a mayor open syncline
embracing the Qattara. Depression. The axial trace of the syncline,
which is striking approximately ENl,'-WSW and slightly plunging
to W, is roughly coinciding with the escarpment limiting the depres-
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sion northwards. El Diffa Plateau syndicaI trough is crenulated
to form small folds with the same trend as the major syncline
though acquiring small angles of dip. The depressed relief of the
southern part of the synclinal trough located in the Qattara De-
pression itself is believed to be due to faulting, however, the super-
imposition of an intersecting younger synclinal trough . should not
be excluded for the time being.
The Qattara Depression syncline has its closure eastwards just
near the eastern tip of the depression where the Early Miocene
Qaret E1  Hirneimat Formation is exposed while the younger Middle
to Late Miocene J'aghbub and Qaret El Dib Formations are out-
-cropping westwards with. the direction of the plunge of the syncline.
The exposures of older rocks of the Ja .;hbub and Qaret El Himeimat
Formations are expected at the top and the slopes of the Salum
escarpment, especially at the closure of the Salum anticline which
may be considered as the reversal of the Qattara Depression
syncline.
El Qaneitra-Qur Hadid Anticline . This major structure is
located to the south of the Qattara Depression syncline. The axial
trace of the anticline is striking in an ENE-WSW direction, and its
closure is approximately located at Qur El Hadid westwards. Going
LIVE  along the axial trace extensive sediments belonging to Gebel,
El Khashab Formation are exposed at its core.
Naqb Tibaghbagh Syncline : The major structure flanks E 
Qaneitra-Qur Hadid anticline frorn the south. The hinge closure of
the discussed syncline is located in the vicinity of Naqb Tibaghbagh
and its axial trace is stri ping in an ENE-WSW direction where a
major almost E-W fault is located in the vicinity.
Chapter 3
geological
Units
A new geological map for the investigated area has been prepared
from the LANDS AT satellite images along with the structural I
lineation and drainage maps. These maps have been augYnented by
considerable field investigations to prove the identity and charac-
teristics of the geological units in the field and to collect samples
from them for lithological, age and chemical studies. The geological
(Plate IV), structural lineation (Plate III) and drainage maps
( Plate ID cover a larger area than that already investigated in this
work, in order to visualize the geology and environment of the
areas bordering the Qattara Depression. The description, however,
j covers only the presently investigated area taking into consideration
that the areas bordering Qattara Depression have been described
previously by El Shazly, Abdel Hady, El Ghawaby, El Hassas,
Kbawasik, BI Sliazly and Sanad (1975), and El Shazly, Abdel Hady,
Ll Glsaivaby and Iihawasik (1976). The rocks and loose sediments
cropping out in the investigated area belong to the Paleocene, Early
	 I
Eocene, Middle Eocene, Late Eocene, Oligocene, Early Miocene,
Middle Miocene, Late Miocene and Quaternary. All the rocks are of
sedimentary nature although signs of volcanicity/hydrothermal
activity are manifested especially along fault lines. The geological
units raid structures are considerably more detailed. and better
delineated as compared to previous regional geological naps com-
piled by the Survey Department of Egypt in 1925, the Standard Oil
^ ►
 ^ mat wkw
i
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Company of Egypt in the fifties and the Geological Survey and
Illineral Projects ALuthority in 1971. The drainage litres in the
drainage map are more numerous and better defined as compared
I.o the previous regional topographical maps,
The geological units mapped during the present study are
described in the following starting with the oldest ones.
Paleocene scditnents These represent the oldest outcropping rocks in the area of in-
vestigation. They are exposed in the southern part of the area
(Plate IV) where they are represented by trey clay belonging to
tho upper member of the Lower Esna Formation.
Early Eocene	 These are represented by Gebel Serai Formation, which is crop-
ping out to the south east of Siwa Oasis, :south east Bahariya
^'edx"rrtl?ttts
	 Oasis, and south :ahoshet Ll Iltadint on Bahariya Oasis-Siva
Oasis road.
Gebel Serai Formation consists of the three following members
starting with the oldest : limestone member, chalky limestone
member, and crystalline limestone member.
In the field the limestone member and the chalky limestone
member could not be separated. However, the satellite image inter-
pretation succeeded to distinguish the localities wl ►ich are more
chalky in general and are identified as the chalky limestone member.
The thickness of the two oldest members are estimated to be 36 m•
while that of the youngest member is 15 m.
Middle Eaceni
sedintents
The rocks belonging to the diddle Eocene areencountered cropping
out in the investigated area in a composite thickness of about SO m.
They are easily correlated to the ll;fiddle Eocene rocks cropping
out in the adjacent Bahariya Oasis-ER Faiyum area, These rocks
are classified into two formations, the older is Gebel El Qalamun
Formation, and the younger is Gebel Mokattam formation.
Gebel El Ralaiiun Formation : The main outcrops belonging
to this formation are encountered north of the Bahariya Oasis-Siva
Oasis road especially at its northern part, and they are strildn-
WNW-111014 . The extension of the outcrops is about 190 km and
their average width is approximately 30 km. The exposures are
wider than the average towards S iwa Oasis and narrower towards
Balta.riya Oasis,
The bottom of the formation is not cropping out, however, the
nra,Nimium thickness encountered is estimated to be about 55 m, i.e.
15 m less than the thickness measured at Gebel El Qalamun.
The formation is classified in the field into three members
fairly correlated with the three corresponding members in Gebel
01 Qalamun though with slight lithological variations. These mem-
bers axe as follows starting with the oldest : marl member, lime-
stone member, and crystalline limestone member.
The marl member is correlated with the ferruginous clay
member cropping out at Gebel . El Qalamun. The maximum thickness
encountered in the presently investigated area is about 7 m consist-
ing mainly of reddish marl with interbeds of alternating dark yellow
dolomitic limestone and less ferruginous calcareous silt.
The limestone member is lithologically different from the
corresponding member in Gebel El Qalamun regarding the absence
of chalk in the former, where the maximum thickness is estimated
to be 50 m.
The crystalline limestone member is : . correlated with Samalut
crystalline limestone, It consists mainly of chalky crystalline lime-
stone, occasionally dolomitic. Its maximum thickness is about 7 m
which is less than that attained at Gebel El Qalamun.
Gebel Mokattam Formation : This formation is cropping out
to the east of Siwa Oasis, and in various parts on the midway
between Siwa Oasis and Bahariya Oasis. Its maximum thickness is
50 m which is less than that encountered in the adjacent Bahariya
Oasis-El F aiyum area by 45 M.
There is no apparent lithological distinction between the expo-.
sures belonging to this ,formation in the present area and the
adjacent one. It consists mainly of alternating members of marl
and nummulitic limestone, with the latter usually attaining greater
thickness:. The two members of Gebel Mokattam Formation have
been distinguished through the LAINDSAT satellite image inter-
pretation (Plate IV) .
I
I
The sediments belonging to y the Late Eocene are represented by
one formation which is the Maadi Formation, Its thickness is
estimated by 50 m in the present area.
.date Eocene
sedxntents
I.
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Oligocene sedirnents
Early Miocene
sediments
The bottom of this formation consists mainly of fossiliferous
creamy limestone, marl, and partially crystalline limestone, while its
top is constituted essentially of sandstone and conglomerate which
are more continental regarding their environment of deposition as
compared to the marine rocks at the bottom. By satellite image
interpretation the formation is broadly classified into two mem-
bers = the first is encountered south west of the Qattara Depression
and consists 2nainly of limestone, while the more continental upper
member has larger a%posures Which are usually encountered to the
south of the depression.
The OIigocene sediments are cropping out in small and low hills
belonging to the Bluff Hill Formation with a general MT-SE trend,
and attaining a thickness of 25 in. The bottom of the formation
consists of slightly calcareous sandy beds while the top is constituted
of conglomeratic sandstone which is occasionally calcareous. The
clastic ratio increases going higber in the formation. Generally, the
Oligocene rocks cropping out in the present area are lithologically
consistent with the new Bluff Hill Formation encountered in the
adjacent Bnhariya Oasis-El Faiyum area.. Holvever, the top of the
furmation at the Qattara Depression area consists of calcareous
sandstone whereas at the. latter area it is silicified sandstone. Also
the carbonate ratio in the bottom rocks of the formation is slightly
more in the present area as compared to the case in Bnhariya
Oasis-El Faiyum area. This indicates that the Oligocene sediments
arc deposited under relatively more marine environment going to
the north west. Furthermore, outcrops simulating Gebel Qatrani
Formation have been encountered in a dispersed manner to the
south of the Qattara Depression.
The Miocene sediments cover most of the area of study (Plate IV),
and they represent about 45 r/r of the thickness of its composite
lithostratigraphic column (Plate ZNI). The Miocene sediments are
well exposed along the escarpment bordering the Qattara Depression.
The vertical and lateral relations of the . beds are studied in the field
along 150 kin of the escarpment.
The Early ]Miocene sediments are constituted of two formations
namely Gebel El Xhashab .Formation and Qaret El. Himeimat For-
mation. Rocks belonging to Gebel El Hhashab Formation are
cropping out in small thickness (15 m 1 at the foot of the escarpment.
They could be reached in the field from the low levels of the
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raleareous sandstone, [caret I'll Himetmat Formation i, encountered
in a con,91derable. thiolcness in the escarpment adjacent to the
northern boundary of tine depression. The lithologwa1 units
belonging to this formation are described in detail at 111sy M
Qattara, leas 14M Qattara 1, Ras I'al Qattara lI and Nagb Ill Qattara
4Secticuls LXXIM S XXX, L K'XX1, la 1T; Plates M. X, XI and
tll respectively). The formation is transitional betvmen the conti-
nental envirounient of Nebel I.11 Mlashab'formation and the marine
environment of the typical lTiddle'Miocene Jaghbub 'Formation,
At xlisy Bi1 Qattara (Plate It), it is encountered consisting of
a predominant amount of marl, clay, wiallty limestone and cnl-
careous sandstone. It is overlain by a thin bed of gypseaus limestone
belonging to Qaret Mal Dib Formation, At Ras N1 Qattara the succes-
sion belonging to the formation containscontains more clay ratio than that
enaowitered at IIisy Pl Qattara. The maxini un tliiclmess of the
formation is 'encountered at Nagb U1 Qattara overlying Gebel I'll
Khashab formation, The composite thickness of Caret El Himeimat
Formation measured at the escavpment is 180 m:
.Taglnbnb Formation is cropping out in various pants of M Diffa
Plateau (Plate IV). The strata belonging; to this formation are
described litlnologically and their thiolmesses are measured in
Sootionns I.,XXII, LXNUI, L XXIV. LXXINr, LXXVI and UCXWL The
composite thickness of the Ja ghbub Formation has been estimated
at Fl Diffa Plateau to be 10$ m. I.athologically, this formation
consists of limestone, chalk, chalky limestone and clayey limestone.
Qaret 1411 Dib Formation is encountered in the field at Pl Diffa
r4lateau in patches overlying the Jaghbub Formation. The former
consists of gypseous limestone, chalky limestone and clayey lime-
stone, The detailed litlnology of they formation can be seen in Sections
14XXI, I, XXV111 and MILN , . and its composite thickness is 40 m.
It is not settled at present whether caret DO I Dib Formation belongs
to the Late lKiocene or the late Nliddle Miocene,
M ti'd l o Miocene
Sarlinleuts
Lalelillieldle
At ocene sediMOWS
k	 These sediments are particulrrly important in the investigated area 	 Quaterrtar,yF
especially Qattara. Depression, The geological and environmental
	 cc^c^irtxerits
units identified in the area are tvTelv'e in number. These include
alluvial cover derived from Eocene and Miocene rooks, sand dunes
} and sandy accumulations, sandy and clayey sablchas, dark and light
coloured salty crusts, lakes and ponds, and vegetation (Plate TV),
Tho most abundant salts in the salty crust are rock salt and pvpsum
(Tables 1. 2).
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>Lithologic Description of Lithostratigraphic Sections
The locations of the following lithostratigraphic sections measured
and described in the investigated area are given in Plate Vn.
Section LXX
	 (Qaret El Dib formation)
Top
! 9 — Weathered white chalky limestone .. 3.0 m*1
S — Gypsum embedded in a calcareous medium.. 4.0 m
.7	 Buff limestone ..	 ..	 ..	 , . 5.0 m	
s
6 — Fossiliferous limestone ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 4.0 m
5 — Weathered chalky limestone .. .. unknown
a 4 - Weathered chalky limestone, clayey in parts 3.0 in
3 - Greyish to white. clayey limestone ..
	
..	 .. 2.0 m	 y
2 — Weathered chalky limestone 16.0 m
i 1 — Gypsum in a medium of calcareous material unknown
I Base
Section LXX7i	 (Jaghbub Formation)
l
Top
G — Ferruginous slightly calcareous grey clay .. 3.0 m.
Clay.. 10.0 m
4Soft chalky limestone	 .. 3.0 znY-	 :.
3	 Limy clay 7.0 m
2 — Chalk .. .. 20.0 m
1 --- White clay, slightly chalky 7.0 m
i	 Base
Section LX.XM
	
(Jaghbub Formation)
I. Top
E
i 5 — Ferruginous fossiliferous chalky limestone.. 1.0 m
4 -- Compact white chalky limestone .. 	 ..	 ..	 .. 9.0 m
` 3 — Chalky. clayey whitish grey limestone .. .. 6.0 m
2 — Sandy chalky limestone ..
	
..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 15.0 m
j 1 - Highly fossiliferous limestone ..
	
..	 ..	 ..	 .. unknown
Base
Section Lam'	 V	 (Jaghbub Formation)
_ .
Top
4 — Chalky ii? ^estone . 2.0 m	 f
3 -- Cream dusty limestone ..
	
..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 5.0 m
2,	 Chalky limestone ..
	
..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 . .	 ..	 .. 12.0 m	 ;.
1 — Clayey chalky limestone .. 	 ..	 . ,	 ..	 ..	 ...
	 .. 2.0 m
Base
1
z Thickness in meters
i
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(Jag hub I+'ormation)
Top
6	 Dolomitic whity
 linimtolic .. .. 	 ..	 ; . LO In
cluilk	 ....	 ....
	
....	 ..	 ,.	 •.	 ,.	 ., da nl
!	 ri-cissilifertius Chalky lilliestolux , .
	 . ,	 . ,	 , .	 .. 1,0 nl
3 — chalk ,.
	 ..	 „	 ,.	 ,.	 .,	 .,	 •\	 .. 7.0 111 
Dolomitte or ^ltivt>y 1ini stone ..	 . '	 , ,	 , , 1.0 In
S 43_- l+"oYrug- ►uous reddish whito limestone .. . , . • 6.6 111
I3tist+
tit-vt10
 l L:.*	 `4`I	 (S:1t;IllJtll? Formation)
Top
0 — Wllite e-halky itlssilife sous 111nestonet . , , . .. 3.0 111
5 — Re'd sazidy Hinestoue ..
	 , \	 , . , . , , . •	 , , Ga) Ili
Iit^cl ft+l rttltlettts litnc+st^lzlea	. ,	 . ,	 ..	 . ,	 , , l.w	 nl
3	 rtkldish limestone . ,	 . .	 .. . .	 . .	 :.	 .. .. S.0 111
'' a	 lN'llit ,
	 to	 Pale	 N ^li^+itF	li:tlestuue^,
	
e11a11;^ •^ in
Parts in
^-- IN'tn.d1 red white dialky 1hil rstone .. , , . , . 4,G In
Base
St'ntion 1,,XXV11
	 (Jayllbub lt'i31`mation)
Volt
•1 — Soft claytly muestone ..
	 ..	 . .	 . .	 . .	 ..	 .. ' 5,11	 Ill
3 — Hard partially crystalline buff limetitow , . :3.0 Ili
2— Dark 'gremilsh clayoy hintistolio, :aft and
'lTt)idal 	. •	 ..	 ..	 , .	 \ .
	 r ,	 . a	 . ,	 , .	 . ,	 ..	 .. ^.^t 213
I — 11'ea'thexred
	
buff	 to	 pale, 	yellow
	
ehttllty
limestoliv	 • .	 ..	 ..	 . .	 . .	 . .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 • .	 .. 3.0 ni
Lase
Sediali X,X;+
 V1II	 [Jaghbub Formation 14,
C,)arvt Li Dib Fo r11mtion 5)
T011-
5 -	 Gyps ous limestone, gypsum is pivdtlnlhiant
in smlw Imatiolis 0.3 Ili
4	 Pale Nk-11oxv elialky limestone, tit moderr!.ite
ltal t 11eSfi 	 ..	 . .	 . .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 . . 2,0 in
3 — .11ard dark yellow, sauidy clay , ; .. .. . , '.0 m
!	 2 - Slightly, etllearvous sandrr chin
	 ..	 . ,	 .. 0,: nl
I — txrt^y iveilish clay with iilYllll^': m L, ii-Aii als 4.0 m
1'a;iSe
	
_
fS1?l't1llll I.: rX	 (VI ath .X
!	 ^+off
12 - G<<pst ous limestolit? 111
11 - l+'ine-1 raizied 'friable, weakly Celllentld cal-
tttl't?t3llS 3alltiStt]ne • ,' . ,	 ♦ • 	 . ,	 , .	 . ♦ 	 ..	 . ♦ 	 . • 4.G 121
10 - F`el'l nmis, fhwt gvmbwd midstmit' . , .. . , .1.0 in
s
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9 — Dark grey clay, with salt and gypsum filling
fracture planes.. M
8 —,Sandy calcareous clay 5.0 m
7 — Grey fine-grained sandstone 0.3 m
6 — Gypseous creamy limestone 0.3 m
5 — Chalky limestone,	 soft,	 pale	 yellow	 and
creamy 10.0 m
4 — Clayey soft limestone, buff in colour 5.0 m
3 — Dark green clay 3.0 m
2 — Weathered marl, white to grey 6.0 m
I — Dark green marl 1,5.0 m
Base
Section LXXX	 (Plate X)
Top
10 —Limestone 1.0 m.
9 — White chalky limestone 10.0 m
8 — Fossili•erous yellow limestone 1.0 m
7— White chalky limestone 1.0 m
6 — Greenish marl 8.0 m.
5 — Ferruginous, reddish sandy limestone u m
4 — Chalky limestone 4.0 m.
3 — Grey clay 4.0 m
2 — Sandy dolomitic limestone .2.5 nr,
I — Greenish grey clay 20.0 m
Base
Section LXXXI
	 (Plate XI)
TOP
10 — Fossiliferous limestone, buff in colour 2.0 m
9 — Ferruginous reddish sandy limestone 2.0 m
8 — Greenish grey shale 2.0 m
7 — Ferruginous,gi s, red sandy limestone 0.5 m
6 — Greenish grey clay 5.0 m
5— Calcareous silt 1.0 m
4 — Reddish limestone 1.0 m
3 — White to pale yellow limestone 5.0 m
2 — Grey clay 4.0 m
I — Ferruginous marl 1.0 m
Base
Section LXXXII
	
(Plate XII)
Top
30.	 Possiliferous yellow limestone 	 .. ..	 .. 0.5 M
29	 Yellowish to greenish marl 15.0 m
28	 Yellowish to greenish dolomitic limestone,
96
1	 r^^
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26 — NA"hite,	 fine-grained friable	 sandstone,	 un-
cemented or weakly cemented by a, calcareous
4	 cement ,...
	 ..	 ..	 ,.	 ,•	 ..	 ....	 ..	 .	 ..	 ..	 5.0 m
25 --- Greenish sandy clay ..
	
. . . .
	 . .	 ..	 :.	 ..	 ..	 1.0 m
24 --- Alternating yellow dolomitic limestone and
weaili:ly cemented calcareous sandstone , . 	 ..	 5.0 In
23 ---- Green shale .. 	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 2.0 m
22 --- Alternation of yellowish dolomitic liInestone
and	 ferruginous	 friable	 calcareous 	 ripe-
grained equigranular sandstone ..
	 ..	 ..	 ..	 4.0 nl
21 -- Green sandy Shale, Mth hematitic spots an
fractures ..
	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 0.6 m
20 --- Ferruginous,
	 wealdy
	
cemented,calcareous:
sandstone , .
	
2.0 m
19. --= Yellowish and greenish dolomitic liInestone.. 	 1.0 n1
15 -- Greenish marl . , 	 ..	 ..	 . , .. ..	 2.0 m
17 — Greenish shale with ferruginous spots an
fracture planes ..	 . ,	 ..	 ..	 ..	 4.0 Ill
16 -- Perrughious,	 vv eakly	 cemented	 calcareous
sandstone , .
	 . ,	 . .	 . .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 1.0 in
15 -- Green shale ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 3.0 m
14 — Grey clay ..
	
..	 .,	 ..	 ,.	 ..	 .,	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ,.	 1.0 m
13 --- Reddish sandy marl .. 	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 1.0 m
12 ----
	
Clay	 ..	 .:	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 . .	 . .	 3.0	 In
11 — Flesh-coloured dolo _itic limestone .. 	 0.5 m
10 — Yellowish preen marl with black knobs of
iron and manganese oxides .. 	 6,0 m
9.— Dark grey shale .. ..	 . ..	 4.0 m
^!S — White to pale	 yellow hard,	 fine-grained, i
equigra nulalr sandstone, calcareous in parts	 3,0 I11
i — Dolomitic limestone, fossiliferous, reddish to
pale yellow , , 	 ..	 ..	 , .	 3.0 Ill
6 — Grey sandy marl 	 .. . ,	 .. ..	 7.0 Ill
5 — Grey shale, slightly calcareous in parts ..	 1.0 m
.4	 Sandy marl, creamy	 .	 ..	 1,0 m
3 — - Dark green shalt? ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 , .	 1.0 m
. 
E	 2 — Darla yellow fossiliferous limestone .. 	 ..	 ..	 6.0 In
1 --- White, fine-grained, equigranular sandstone	 16.0 Ill
Buse -:
Seetion LXXXXIIZ	 (Qaret El Himehnat Formation)
Toll
3 — Reddish ferrul;inaus calcareous silt 	 0,2 m
2— Datrla conglomeratic sandstone , . .. .. .. ..	 1.0 m it
I ^--- Reddish	 .slightly	 calcareous,	 ferruginous,..
sandy clay	 . ,	 , .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 0.2 m
Bake
L,.
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jSection I,XXXV _	 (Gebel rl Qalarnun Formation)	 .Top
2 — Buff dark yellowish limestone, hard, unfossi-
k liferous	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 1.5	 In
1 — Pale yellow bedded sandstone, liiie -^ to me-
E dium-grained, hard	 ...	 4.0 in
Base
Section T+.L.^XV1	 CVebel El Qalanilill Formation)
`	 Top
c 2— Crystalline dolomitic limestone, with white
alteration	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .:	 .:	 ..	 , ,	 , .	 0,5 ni
I --- Chalky. crystalline limestone .. .... . , ....	 2.0 in
Base
F	 Section	 Gebel El Qalamun Formation)
Top
2 -- Pale yellow dolomitic limestone .. 	 ..	 ..	 , .	 0.25m
1 — ►5`of t yellowish silt ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 . .	 . .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 1A in i
Base
Section LX:5.XNIIII	 (Gebel El Qalamun Formation)	 !
i	 Top
10 --- T-Tard dolomitic cream	 limestone	 10 ni
9 — Clayey and. sandy dolomitic limestone., fer-
rushious in parts .. ..
	
, .	 0.5 in
8— Pale yellow and creamy limestone 	 0.5 In	 i
7 — Green dolomitic limestone .. .. .. 	 0.5 m
r.
G --- Yellow and greyish fine-;rained sandstone,
equigranular	 .. .. .. , . ..	 1.5 m
5 -- I-lard dart: yellow limestone alternating xvith
flesh-coloured limestone, salt found on joint
Planes .. .. .. .. .. .. ..	 0.2 m	 !.
# 4— Soft, fine-grained, equigranular smidstone, 	 {
llnlonitic alterations encountered iIl spots ..	 5.0 m
	
i	 3 — Fossiliferous light flesh-coloured limestone..	 1.5 m
	
2 — Soft green silt, sliglitly ferru-inous in parts 3.0 m. 	 s
	
(	 1 --- Fine-grained equigranular green ferruginous	 i
sandstone	 1.5 ni
i
Base
c	 8e oil an. )GX<1;'1 M	 (Probably on unconformity over
Gebel Fl Qala mun Formation)
Top	 r
5— Dark yellow calcareous conglomeratic sand-
stone, sand grains fine to niediuni, watriti
F	 calcareous ..	 .. .. .. ..	 0.2 In
i
E
k	 !.
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4 ---- Conglomerate, fine, nnedium to coarse grains
of quartz embedded in a calcareous matrbc,
limonite alterations not uncommon .. .. 	 0.4 in
3 — f-lard yellow limestone, containing knobs of
manganese and iron oxides .. .. .: ..
	
1.0 m
2 -- Unconformity surface of white sandstone
found hi irregular patches in limestone
	 OA m
1 —• Alternation of dark grey clay and friable
fine-grained sandstone .. .. 	 . ,	 6.0 m
Base
Section XC	 (PIate XLU)
Top
21 -- Ferruginous sandstone :. 	 . .	 ..	 ..	 :.	 ..	 .. 0.5 m
20 --- .Friable,	 yellow
	
unequigranuiar	 sandstone,
grains are fine to medium ..	 ..	 ..	 . ,	 ..	 .. 1.0 m
19 -- Black hard calcareous sandstone .. .. .. .. 7.0 ni
1S --- Greenish marl, soft, sanely in parts ..	 .. 1.0 m
IT— Greenish sandy clay.. 	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 1,5 m
16 --Sandy limestone, hard, ,yellowish .. 	 ..	 ..	 .. 1,0 m
15 -- Greenish marl	 . .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 2.0 m
14 — Friable medium-grained sandstone 2.0 m
13 — Conglomerate.,
	
..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 . .	 ..	 . :	 ..	 ..	 .. 0.5 m
12 --- Grey clay .. 	 _ ..	 .. 2.0 m
11 — NVliite marl 	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. S.0 m
10 — Fossiliferous white clayey limestone .. .. ... 0.5 m
9 -- Grey dolomitic limestone .. 	 .. .. .. .. ..	 .. 6.0 m
S —• Clay with molds and casts of gastropods and
other fossils
	 , .	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 03 m
7 — White dolomite containing microfossiis ? .: 3.0 m
G	 White to greyish marl .. 4.0 ni
5 - Fossiliferous creamy limestone .. 1.0 m
4 — . Greenish sandy clay . 1.0 m
3 - Pale yellow limestone ..
	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 . .	 ..
1.0 m
2 — Slightly ferruginous sandstone .: 0.5 m
1 — Sandy, slightly ferruginous pale red lime-
stone	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..:	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 2.5 m
Base
Seetiun 1CX	 (Gebel Makattam Formation)
Numnlulitie limestone with occasional thin laminae of clay.
Section 11'CU	 (Gebel Mokattam Formation)
Top
4 -.._ Nummulitic limestone ..	 :. 0.8 m
3 -- Marl	 .. 7.0 m
2' — Nummulitic limestone .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 	 0.2 m
1 — Marl .. .. ..	 ..	 4.0 m
Base
Section XCIII	 (Lower.horizons of Gebel
E i"
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I AND iAl Ovotoilti Illtt`j iwtoltmi loo tho Qoilow Poplv!k'si ) ovoo, Ltllt►F•
Dosttriptiolt ter 1At1I()1ogI +lllly Stlldled salliple's
`,1'hr hlotltltlo l d tho follow ing lndividllal rtatnl ►les, oollol+ ed L*ollt tho
illy. onfll,ttted arox. for tlltti lturpost, tai llthologle dmierilttion, art,
a11tlXv11 ill Plato 1'11,
oalllplo 701 ; WhItt, i'tty5ilit't►rcttt:t t±ha lny 1111los ont. with >Jrttwlit 111
tttl`ltiall t.1'ak;llbttll I+►ttrlllatialtl,
Sailillh* 7021 ; I anti alid twattt►wd pobhlry of to.Alif'orolla 1tt11N:ttollo.
e,ovol,11117 wilt,
 ltlaills (Q1111tt<►rt ary, bedroelc J.tghbub I+`ormation).
:gttlulllt\ 71;315 : Clayey obalky 1111lostolle, ill till mtt ►11sive bt+d, covorllw
the wadi and giving; t1w „ rollIld 
.111rfttot► 11 11±;111 llltlltiarlltlttt+(jaj;111111b 1 +` tlrtllatioll) .
Salillllo 7511 ; 1 rowniall wh1ty 11mo8tono, wtrati; rraphioally uverlti i
tho 1lrovitlus bbd. Thv rornior 11rti i.1(+ttvvrml tritli orowill, aluall
natural vt►gotatitul< W agvhbilb Formation),
811111plo 787 : St`Wet-t'(1 g"y1113t1111 sail ltlelt, derivott Amin it horillllll
oor.rtnpolldhq, to thr uppor part of tilt+ 1uvAm .t bbd. Tht,
thieltl ems of tho hor l ,.ion tit thitt looality is 3,0 ill (Qarot IN
Dib Palliation),
:4111111111► 781►
 ; Marl, ocetwimially klowrt d by t4liall I'vo ► It tit hms (if
Chi,\% Them, dtN itm-1 two k8ndivItid ltd Qwitt►ruary loom, l`alvarotltl;t
:tt±tlttllt+ttlw (tlat-c+t 1+11 ITlltit( ► lntitE 1^`t^t^ttlatittttl.
tilimplo 7-10: WNW limcAoito dt.larrted by reeetlt dry atrt►ams
rovilling; small clay dvltlirt (.)al-hllull l+`arnlat ion)
111111111. 711 ; .ClIty freltll t11t! 111`ti't'lllltEl r311ItZ:ll cit►lt:1H ((lutltt'rilttlL 1.
wttt pie TV! : Hard ltctrtially arpntaliitlt ► lltl ostono (dag;hbub l or-
llltlt'ioll)
8,t1111111t. 7611 ; Chalky #;yp8V()t1r: ltllikst tiv (t,i ivi 1+11 Dilt Vol-
Illation).
:31tu1111t► 7130 ; Qhmtornavy tvhitr boot dorivod Crow l it14ono Wilt-4
ttttlt'.
S4a11t111e 761 : CrJ'l t:tt`wls 11mostmw (tlrlrot 1+61 01b Formath ►nl,
'^llttt111t►w X13'3 .^ 713 gi : (.^ pr:t^itto.^ litut^z^#s^tl(^s, lit some itleattattrt Owy
M-0 ttvtTh011 11t• rlltV	 1+11 DO) l+'(trot;ltictlll,
Salltllh► 71,8 ; t yll i okm ltillt-. ono in wido ltlaiiw ((lttrvt 1011 Dilt
i `^cu^lii;lE lsotl l .	 II
'4 11111110 11;4 13 : small trltt-eropy of fint' • ,grnilit'd t`!tWnrottlw milthit(lilt'.
buff ill vololin Tho melt 41 ^jtttiltt+(i i11t (t t\rtt titit#il w`^rtt
and h1,614, ^K" ttst►ht►l lsli l^htlultllft l +`(tivtllltirin, tzlttltlr;tnilt`
ntt`t11bol.).
t
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Sample 833 : Quaternary friable sandstone containing abundant
salty materials. The general appearance of the ground surface
is dark.
Sample 834 : Fine gravel, covering the ground surface (Quater-
nary) .
Samples 838 & 839 : Quaternary sands and gravels. Occasional
partially crystalline limestone is encountered in small bodies
belonging to the Jaghbub Formation.
Sample 840 : (quaternary surficial ill-sorted sand, fine to medium
and occasionally coarse. Recent ripple marks are Found taking
a linear direction of S70°W. Occasionally rock salt and gypsum
are encountered.
Sample 542 : Sand dunes of S50 11E direction, underlain by fine-
grained sand with abundant salt.
Sample 543 : Surficial fine-grained sandstone. The ground surface
has a, general dark yellow colour.
Sample 545 Recent enuigranular friable fine-grained sandstone
covered by sand dunes assuming a NW-SE direction.
Sample 846 : Calcareous sandstone (Gebel El Khashab Formation,
sandstone member) . Small bodies of anhydrite with rock salt
and probably alunite are encountered.
Sample 854: Limestone in small outcrops (Maadi Formation).
Sample 858 : Petrified wood (Gebel El Kliashab Formation).
Sample 859 : Soft weathered limestone, dark in colour containing
occasional calcite crystals tGebel Mokattam Formation ?).
Samples 860 .k 861 : Hard ferruginous fine-grained sandstone in
small outcrops containing occasional petrified wood (Gebel El
Xhashab Formation, sandstone member) .
Sample 911 : White limestone, slightly chalky (Gebel Serai For-
mation),
Sample 912 : White limestone ( Gebel Serai Formation) .
Sample 913 : Yellowish hard limestone, partially crystalline ( Gebel
Serai Formation, crystalline limestone member).
S:uuple 914 : Yellowish green marl ( Gebel Mokattam Formation,
marl member).
Sample 915 : Fossiliferous, yellowish white limestone (Gebel Mo-
kattatn Formation, limestone member).
Sample 916 : Pleistocene mar] as small pockets in early Middle
Eocene rocks, The marl pockets show growing small natural
vegetation especially along the drainage lines.
k.._.
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8 flulplo 917 : Partially Ory"Italline llnlestone of early .diddle 1tIo0one
age (Gebel RJ Qtllamun Formation, crystalline limestone
Member).
811111p10 DYp
 : White 11mestotne al' Middle Eocene age,
San11110 1.130 Gltivoy white limestone of ANUddle Eocene age,
: umplo 021 Brownish dolomitic limeatwnQ of luiddle 14oceue age,
Samplo 024% Z Fossils collected from Eocene limestone.
8111111110 024: l ,'oaails collvotea from. .) oc.eue limestone beds,
SnniplD 02M : Ikosailiferous limestone (Gabel Nlokattsra Formation),
Sluuplo 926: Nummulites collected f1 am light coloured Tide ptnins
of Ntrnnz111111tle limestone of late )Middle Eocene age (Gebel
^'[o1;11ttnm Formation 1,
Snniplo, 037 : Xummrllitie limestone 0 late Aliddlo Eocene age (Gebel
lllalelntt^.11n if ornl:ltiall l ,
8111111110 018 Pleistocene salty clay of brownish green colour,
SmuplD MR ; Pleistocene calesreous salty silt,
Sn1111)10 ON : Nummulitie limestone of late Middle li^ooexie (Gebel
Molea.ttam Formationl,
8x11111:10 :151 ; Recent salts, filling a great depiw- siou,
Samplo 032 : Recent suditim oblpride crystals in Eocene limestone,
Salable, 083: Numn1111ites Covered by thin crust of recent salts,
81111110 04- ; Fossiliferous c1:n1hy limestone ( Gebel 41 galamun
Formation, chalky limestone menmbor),
•'` 111;)10 :la;l ; Gypsum flalzes fon111d in marl beds (G.ebel• Fl Qalum tin
Formation, marl member),
8411111W V-10 : Quhternary" (lust accumulations derived from ]Mocene
limestone,
Snx11p10 911 ; &'01,V nish limestone, covered with recent silt (Gebel
E1 Qalamnln Formation) ,
Swuple M : Weathered chalky fasslliferous limestone (Gebel 0
s	 QRlamull Formation, chalky limestone member),
Sn111plo 0 ,13: l\ummulites attached together by caleareoua mate,
rials, covering wide ;round surface (Gebel Molt lttanl Formation,
utimmulitio limestone member L
8111.11plo 944 : Hard brownish limestone bed, covered in the field by
r	 lauds and gravels (Gebel Ell Qalawim Formation),
Samplo 945 : Recent fine-grained well sorted mild, in ax hall pocltets
41or,1; drainage lines covered with gronving natural vegetation,
s	
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Samplo 718: Thick Quaternary loose calcareous deposits of dust
size. (Quaternary, derived from Miocene limestone).
Samplo 7411: Grey to green clay, forming small deltas. (Qua-
ternary, bedrock limestone front Jaghbub Formation) .
Samplo 7Gt ; Red calcareous silt, extensively distributed in wide
plains, underlying Qaret El Dib Formation. (Jaghbub For-
mation) .
Stimplo 779 : Green clay covering wide and extensive plains, oc-
casionally forming small conical hills. 0 ;casional vegetation is
grown on these plains. The clay is slightly ferruginous on the
fracture planes. This clay bed iN overlain by it gypseous Nine-
stone bed so that it is correlated with the location of sample
76 1 . (Gebel Iri Khashab Formation),
1 Samplo 880 : Rock salt, round In salty marshes in Qattara Depres-
sion. Sample talten from n leca:tion alt the foot of Ras El Qattam
escarpment. (Quaternary, bedivek Gebel El Minshab .For-
t	 ma.tion, sandstone member) .
Slunplo 831 : MFliite gypsum with sand and roelt salt. The general
feature of the gromid surfam is dnrit, however, white patches
are encountered consisting of white salty clay. (Quaternary,
bedrock {hurt El Himeimat Formation) .
S:tulple 8:35 : White rock salt with sand impurities, found in it
country of salty sand, of dark general appearance in the field.
f	 'file ground is Bard enough for the passage of field veliicles.
(Quaternary, bedrock Gebel LI Khashab Formation, sandstone
f	 member).
Saulplts Safi : Roolt salt tvitli stuld, gypsum, clay and iron oxides.
(Quaternary, bedrock Jagllbub Formation) .
Ss1111140 8,47: White salts, consisting, of gypsum and melt salt.
(Quaternary, bedrock Gebel EI Khashab Formation, sandstone
member) .
Salnph; 588: Calcareous (dolomite and calcite) fide-grained sand-
stone, containing soluble white salts. (Quater nary, at contact
of Gebel El Khashab Formation, sandstone member, and
J'aghbub Formation).
Sample 841 : White gypsum raid roclt salt. (Quaternary) .
Samplo 814 1
 '1' i ten from a plateau of colourless rock salt. The
roolt salt ground is cmvered with thin film of sand. (Quaternary,
bedrock Qaret El Himeituat Formation).
Samplo 81.7 : Anhydrite with rock salt and probably with little
alunite found on a line representing a. NIV-SE fault g (Gebel
El Kltashab Formation, sandstone member).
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'TABLE I. CHEWCAL ANALYSIS OF SA-MPLES EXCEPT SALT. Cr
Sornplr^ Na. 718 741 764 779 831 836 838 847 848 849 885 886 909 910 _°ate
Chemical
constituentsW. %) a r-
Sio,	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 4.38 46.57 42.96 45.55 15.54 25.33 50.85 0.15 69.45 2837 31,52 1.40 33.64 59.96
T10,	 '..	 ..	 .. 0.08 1.55 0.33 1,55 0,08 0.33 0.37 0.03 0.40 0.22 0.95 0.03 0.75 0.31
Al,0, 0.90 14.38 1.60 16.11 0.24. 2.54 1.15 0.40 2.01 0.89 10.61 0.25 8.24 1.94 Cr
Fe40, 0.13 8.76 1.34 8.76 1.09 3.61 0.30 0.03 1.88 1.23 3.18 0.05 3.00 1.77 ^n
Mn0 .. 0.03 0.09 0.05 0.96 0.03 0.41 0.13 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.06
MgC 18;130 235 4,15 2.17 132 1.28 8.13 trace 2.93 1.63 3.96 trace 2.09 2.39
Cop .. 2830 1,20 18.05 2.05 28.66 5.55 14.23 36.90 5.02 4.53 0.95 36.50 2.59 6.43 °...
h1a20	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 0.50 1.43 0:46 0.26 0.22 0,61 0.40 trace 0,31 0.42 0.28 trace 0.29 0.54 3
K;0........ 0A0 3,55 0.71 243 0.19 0.46 0.72 0.30 0.55 0.24 1.10 0,14 1.00 0.35
M. '.
Peoz	 ..	 ..	 ..	 .. 0.11 0.18 0,11 0.17 0.07 0,14 0.14 0.02 0.13 0.09 0.17 0.03 0.15 0.11 1
NoCI ..	 ..	 .. 1.05 2.90 0.28 2,77 1036 -44.59 1.70 4,83 3.58 55.08 21.61 7.08 25.91 4.03 m 4
504 2.55 0.18 11.32 0.12 30.57 5.08 0.32 52.80 101 2.22 1.06 52.50 1.09 4.38 cN
- li_0 1.20 7,80 8.02 6.60 2.65 5.40 0.70 2.30 6.26 1.44 13.14 1-10 1040 12.90
LO.1.
	
..	 .. 41.90 8.80 11.75 10.60 8,09 4,63 20.40 3.20 5,46 3.35 12.72 1.S0 12.86 6.46
;
Chemical Analysis by Dr. M. A. Mathout, Faculty of 	 Education, University of Mennufia.
n.d..	 not detected.
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^ ^ ^. ax^ocnr^c:
	
:szs ar 5I3L ' CU UST.
830 $35 S37
$41 844
$amp[¢ Na.
'	 ChcMicnl
constituents
33.76 1235 6.93 38.68 38.10Olaf
n.d. n.d. n.d,
n.d.
 .d.
K+
.	 t 1.52 18.27 23,24 0.504:13
'i 0a6 0118 0.050.04 0.19
mg+ F
20.49 10.67 59 A558.05 51.48
4.27 45,00 57,65 2.042.80y.so.,	 .. .
7.40 1.96 0.29 n.d.{ 0 19Siod
0.20 0.09 0.09 0.040.09 .Fe j , 	 :	 ..	 ..	 . ,p .	 .
1.80 0.80 0.340150 1,10
H
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The Qattara Depression area is located within the and belt of
Egypt. With the exception of the aquifers existing along the Me-
di
I
diterranean Sea coast, which depend for their water supply on local
precipitation, other aquifers are recharged from various sources, e.g.
sea water intrusion se epage from the River Nile, rechar ge from the^	 ^	 P 	^i	 deep-seated aquifers, etc. The.groundwater .conditions in the detected
{ i"	 aquifers are greatly . affected by structural features especially
I. faulting; lithologic nature of the influencing rocks as well as their
topographic settings. For these reasons the construction of new
,eological, structural lineation and drainage maps from LANDSAT
- satellite images are of prime importance for deciphering ground-
water problems on `a regional basis in the Qattara De ression area:
I
i
'I
p
According to their position in the stratigraphic column,.: the
groundwater aquifers of interest in the investigated Qattara Depres-
sion area include the following
--- Groundwater in Pleistocene.
 detrital limestone, dominating in
the coastal strip along the Mediterranean Sea.
- - Groundwater in Pliocene reddish brown to creamy limestone,
encountered in the synclinal basin between El Sira and Abu
Samna monoclines.
= Groundwater in Middle Miocene limestones occurring at El
Diffa PIateau and Siwa Oasis.
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-- Groundwater in Early Miocene sands and sandstones, prerent
between Wadi El Natrun and the Qattara Depression, and along
the northern rini of the depression.
--- Goundwater in Eocene limestones, encountered at El. Ara-, El
Bahrein, Sitra, etc.
-- Groundwater in Late Cretaceous limestones and dolomites,
detected in the environs of Siwa Oasis.
Groundwater in Early Cretaceous — Early Carboniferous sand-
stones, encountered in the deep wells drilled in the Qattara
Depression and in the environs of ,Silva. Oasis.
p-ouridtvater rrt	 The groundwater in this aquifer depends inainly on local precipitation
and exists normally as a thin layer of fresh to brackish waterPleistocene detrital	 floating on the main saline water body intruded inland from the
liazestone	 1ltediterranean Sea,
In El Dabaa locality (Plate XZV) and its neighbourhood to the
east and to the west, the considered aquifer dominates in the coastal
strip where it involves a great portion of the surface bedrock. It
exists at altitudes ranging from about sea level up to +110 m, the
latter altitude is at Ras El Dusan locality. In the subsurface, the
aquifer is encountered at depths which may reach 40 m. The detrital
limestone, which has an average . thickness of about 50 m, exists
mostly in the form of successive elongated ridges acting -- in the
Mediterranean Sea coastal strip as water- stied divides for the
surface runoff water.
The limestone in question constitutes F main source of ground-
water in the coastal strip, and it exists either in exposed outcrops
or it may be overlain by a thin veneer of loamy deposits. Near the
shore of the Mediterranean Sea, the limestone is covered by a chain
of dune sand accumulations which accelerate the rate of infiltration
of the surface runoff into the limestone aquifer. Generally, the lime-
stone is constituted of carbonate grains with dispersed quartz grains
and fossil allochems. These constituents are cemented in various
degrees by carbonate cement. Local)y, the rock is interbedded with
sandy loam layers indicating the fluctuation of the climatic con-
ditions during the Pleistocene time. The detrital limestone is cross
bedded and jointed, and it possesses variable petrophysical prop
erties which are related to the degree of compaction and the extent
of post depositional changes to which it has been exposed.
In El Dabaa locality, as elsewhere along the Mediterranean
Sea coast westwards of Alexandria, the limestone wedges out inland.
The upper boundary of the limestone is either generally above sea
level or Bidden below. the younger loamy deposits or the eolian sand.
The loner boundary, on the othei Band. is of irregular nature and
extension, and it is marked by a conspicuous unconformity between
the limestone and the underlying Pliocene reddish brown or creamy
V43LANA5AT Geologic interpretation for the ¢atlora Depressian area, Egypt.
limestone. andi or the Middle Miocene limestone, both of which are
water-bearing in the area of investigation.
The groundwater in the discussed aquifer exists under free
water table conditions at different depths from the ground surface.
In most cases, the water table exists at depths of 10 to 15 m from
the surface, but close to the coast line where the ground surface
comes near sea level as exemplified by Ras El Dabaa, where the
groundwater comes near to the surface. On the other hand, the
water table exists at different absolute levels and it ranges usually
from -)-5 m to --3 m with respect to sea level.
The regional movement of groundwater in the considered
aquifer is mostly in the northward direction towards.the Mediter-
ranean Sea. It has been recorded in the eastern part of El Dabiia
locality, that the.
 constructed water table maps (Gindy, 1974;
Korany, 1975) show the existence of at least three thin lenticular
water layers, and the groundwater  movement is both in the north-
ward and southward direction. This phenomenon is mainly attributed
to the existence of the previously mentioned elongate ridges which
act as water divides.
The limestone possesses different degrees of porosity and per-
meability. Laboratory measurements of its porosity show that it
ranges from , /c, to 45% by volume, and its permeability is vary-
ing between 140 and 290 g/dit2. On the other hand, the field ex-
periments for the determination of the hydraulic constants of the
aquifer also revealed variation from one locality to another as
Cr
	 in Table 3.
The groundwater exhibits variable chemical salinity along the
vertical water column. its salinity varies from 400 ppm TDS in the
top portion of the fresh water layer to. 5,000 ppm TDS near the
interface of its lower portion with the main saline water body, below
which the salinity increases to 15,000 ppm TDS. The chemical type
of the water varies also from the bicarbonate type in the top levels
to the chloride, type in the deeper levels.
TABLE 3: HYDRAULIC PARA14MLTERS AT BURG EL ARAB
AND RAS IEIEKMA LOCALITIES.
Locality Burg El Arab Ras El Hekma
1963) (Hassan and El
(5cad ct	 al., Ramly, 1965)
Hydraulic parameters ( 1933)
Transmissibility
coefficient 0.35 m2/min 0.03 m2/ruin
Permeability
coefficient 7(10)_3 m/min 1.5(10) —am/min
5torativity 5.7 110)_a 6.3 (.10) ---6
Or' POOR ;TJALIW
d
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groundwater irr	 This aquifer is of secondary importance in the investigated area,
Pliocene reddish	 as it has so far been found to be restricted to the synclinal basinlocated between El Sira and Abu Samra minor monaclines. The
to areanty linzestone water exists in a free water table condition, it is almost brackish
with a salinity varying between 2,588 and 3,320 ppm TDS, and it
belongs chemically to the sodium-chloride type. The Pliocene red-
dish brown to creamy limestone is medium hard and its thickness
as reported in Galal Well is about 38 m.
groundwater in	 The cavernous sandy limestone, which represents a good part of
the Middle Miocene Jaghbub formation, constitutes a water-bearingMiddle Miocene	
 which is developed into high escarpments and elevated plateau:
limestones at a distance of 10 to 35 lcm from the Mediterranean Sea coast, and
extending southwards to the northern rim of the Qattara Depression
where it forms the white limestone cap rock. In the northern part
along the coast, this limestone is encountered in the subsurface
at various depths underneath Pliocene and/or Pleistocene rocks, as
well as Holocene deposits. The lower boundary of the limestone is
marked by a general slope in the northward direction where it is
underlain by the sandy and sandy shale facies of the Early Miocene.
The groundwater in the cavernous sandy limestone exists either
under unconfined or perched conditions. The latter is detected at EI iQutaf in El Dabaa locality and at Puka locality further to the
west. In the eastern part the free water table condition predominates.
The limestone in question is recharged from the direct percolation
of the rainfall, from the downward leakage from the Pleistocene
detrital limestone and via the Pliocene reddish brown or creamy
limestone aquifers, and front sea water with which it comes in
contact in the north.
Under the normal free water table condition, the groundwater
Ievel shows marked variations with respect to sea level. While it is
mostly at about sea level in the coastal strip at EI Dabaa, it reaches
-10 m in Abu Subeiha to the south west of El Dabaa grillage.
Although the regional movement of the water in the discussed
aquifer seems to be in the northward or northwestward direction,
as illustrated by Qasaba 1X SI, level —1.8 m, Washaka 1X, SI, level
—7 m and Abu Subeiha 1X SI, level --10 m, this is not an indication
to the actual direction of the groundwater movement which is not
definitely controlled because of the changeable nature of the facies
of the limestone, the connection or nonconnection of the movement
routes within it, the variation of its upper and lower boundaries.
as well as the structural undulations superimopsed on it in the
whole area. The water obtained from the aquifer under the free
water table condition is generally saline reaching to more than 14,500
ppm TDS and possessing a chloride chemical type.
With regard to the perched water condition which occurs in
the Middle Miocene strata at El Qutaf Iocated 16 km west south
t
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west of El Dabaa village and at Ras El Husan situated 22 km south
l	 west of the latter, and which is related to either stratigraphic con-
ditions or to structural features the g'roundnrater level exists at
+45 m and - 42 m respectively.
The perched groundwater is of good quality as the salinity is
generally less than 1,000 ppm TDS and the aquifer is recharged
mainly front the surface runoff through percolation from the top.
To the west of the Qattara Depression as well as in Siwa Oasis,
the Middle Miocene limestones represent a main aquifer, The Middle
Nflocene section has a thickness of about 125 m and it differentiated
into three horizons, namely an upper limestone water-bearing
horizon of 30 m thickness, a middle shale and marl semiconfinin;
horizon of 45 m thickness, and a lower limestone water-hearing
horizon of 50 m. thickness. The water-bearing limestones are char-
acterized by the occurrence of fissures and channels resulting from
solution action.
The groundwater -xpinite.d from the Middle Miocene limestones
in Siwa Oasis is the only source of water utilized for domestic and
cultivation purposes. It is produced mainly through abundant arti-
ficial and natural springs dominating Siwa Oasis Depression. The
groundwater flows freely to the surface at locations of low altitudes
where it recharges the lakes covering an extensive surface of the
depression. In elevated locations along the peripheries of the depres-
sion, the groundwater exists at shallow depths from the surface.
The water in the Middle Miocene seems to belong to two sources,
namely the formation water circulating in the jointed fissured linle-
stone aquifer and the water leaking upwards from deeper aquifers
along important deep seated fractures and faults. Pumping tests
carried out on the considered aquifer indicate its lou r though variable
transmissivity, which has been found to be 43.3 m-' d at Helbako
spring and 10 1112,'d at Tagzarti spring. The wide variations in
transnnissivity are characteristic features of limestone aquifers.
however, it may also reflect in our case the two sources of ground-
water recharging the considered aquifer, especially as the move-
ment of water vertically along fractures and faults may vary
greatly between the fractureJault zones and the locations away
from them. This phenomenon is well illustrated by the variation
in the salinity of groundwater which is 1,440 ppm TDS in Tanaklish
spring, 7,330 ppm TDS in Qurishit spring and 25,000P pm TDS in
Maaser spring.
The groundwater in Siwa Oasis is generally brackish and it be-
longs to the sodium-chloride type. The water accumulating in the
lakes spread in the Siva Oasis Depression is brine and its salinity
may reach more than 300,000 ppm TDS. This excessive salinity is
mainly attributed to the successive evaporation processes to which
the lake water has been subjected.
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groundwater in This aquifer dominates in the area to the north , and east of
ar'ly 1?rocerte Sands the Qattara Depression.	 The Early. Miocene rocks are differentiat-ed into two formations namely Abu Subeiha Formation and Qaret
and sandstones Rl Himeimat Formation. In the subsurface in the northern part
of the investigated area, Abu Subeiha Formation dominates and is
formed of sandy shale beds with thin layers of sandstones and
sandy limestones of marine to fluviomarine origin.
	 The sand/
shale ratio does not exceed 1/5.
	 The top of this formation is en-
countered at 115 m level in El Dabaa Well where it attains a
thickness of 590 m. Qaret El Himeimat Formation dominates south-
wards in the investigated area and it is either outcropping or hidden
in the subsurface. It is constituted of sandstone beds with thin lay-
ers of sandy shale, dolomite and limestone interbeds of fluviomarine
origin. The sand/shale ratio is 5/1. This formation is encountered
in the subsurface at different altitudes with respect to sea level.
It exists at +15 in in Alain El Bueib Well, -1-9. in
	 Dahab Well
and --30 in in El Alamein Wells. Near the approach of the north-
ern rim of the Qattara Depression, the surface of El Himeimat
Formation is exposed at an absolute level of about +180 m.
	 The
formation under discussion has a maximum thickness of about 957in
	 in El Dabaa Nell.
The sandstones and sandy beds of the Early Miocene are devel-
oped into an aquifer, the upper boundary of which is either hidden
beneath the previous cavernous limestone of the Middle Miocene
or it may be exposed, whereas its lower boundary is developed
into an irregular surface due to tli occurrence of alternating
positive and negative structural elements, underlain by the Oligocene
marine shale facies termed El Dabaa Formation.
The groundwater in the Early Miocene aquifer, existing almost
under uneonfined condition, has been tested in considerable number
of wells drilled by various petroleum companies. The detected water
levels in these wells reveal that the water exists below sea level
and that the water movement is controlled by the Qattara Depres-
sion. In the northern part, the movement of water is regionally
directed from north to south, where the water Ievel exists at ---28
m in Dahab 1X SI located to the south west of El Alamein and at
—41.5 m in Sanhur 1X SI situated further to the south near the
Qattara Depression. In this Dart, the aquifer is recharged from
two sources, namely the Mediterranean Sea water intruded inland
to the south, and the water leaking downwards from the overlying
cavernous sandy limestone where there is a hydraulic connection.
The water in this aquifer discharges naturally into the Qattara
Depression which acts in this case as a natural drain.
In the eastern part which is located between Wadi El Natrun
and the Qattara Depression, the groundwater in the Early Miocene
aquifer shows a regional movement directed from east to west, i.e.
towards the Qattara Depression. The water level in this part ranges
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between --12 m in Wadi Iou1 Nattrun, ---20,9 m in Zobeida Well No.
1,.--27.9 rn tit Tibat Well . No. 2, and about —38 m to --50 in at
El Aloglira lake and spring. The aquifer More is recharged from
the western fringes of the Nile Deltas Basin.
This aquifer has been detected ill El Ara;; Depression to the g r atirid-t v Yt'er• rrz
south west of the Qattara Depression, as well as in the southern Middle Eoveriepant of the investigated area between Ba hariya Oasis and the Qat-
tara Depression.	 Groundwater front natural springs in El Ara- . l imestorles
Depression is produced from the porous acid fissured limestones of
the Middle Eocene at ail absolute level of —50 m,	 These springs
are aligned oil fractures and fault lines, thus lending to the visua-
lization of the fractures and faults traversing the Middle Eocene
limestones acting its channels of groundwater front the artesian
doep seated aquifers.
	 A striking example for this phenomenon is
illustrated by the case of the lakes at El Bal.11rein (level —12 111)
Nowe'imsa (level -w-19 in) and Sitra (level —.IT Ill) which are locat-
ed on a major fault line attaining alai BVE-WSW direction,	 This
systein of faults has been delineated on the structural lineation Inala
(Plate III) constructed from LANDSAT satellite images, The waiter
derived from the Middle Eocene limestones is almost brackish be-
longing to the chloride-sodium chemical type with a remarkable
content of potassium salts.
This aquifer is constituted mainly Of limestones with inter- gi-orrndivater • in
calations of dolomites and shales, and attains as thickness of 122 all
Late Cr•G aa^c^Oiisreported in Siwa tiVell No. 1,
	 It overlies the artesian sandstone
aquifers, and produces groundwater of salinities varying between limestorie.v and
246 ppin TDS in Siwa Well No, 1, 186 ppin TDS in U, I Bahrein EZolor rites
Well No, 1 and 120 ppm TDS in Dessouity Well No. 1.
The composite Early Cretaceous - Early Carboniferous sue- g r airridi-val er hi
cession in Shva Oasis environs is constituted of sandstones inter Ea.rly. Cr•etucetrizs ---
calated with sand, shale and carbonate beds.
	 The sandstone water-
bearing horizons constitute main aquifers vvliicli comprise a portioli E, az- y Car bore i f i'r•rrus
of the extensive multilaiyered aarteshui reservoir dominating south-
,varidstones
wards.	 The growidwatev from the Harly Cretaceous sandstones
which are some 450 in thick, is eveneralIy fresh to brackish iii nature,
while that of the Rarly Carboniferous sandstones which are about
050 ni thick is more saline,
	
The TDS values in the groundwater
of the Early Cretaceous Sandstones are 620 ppm and 240 ppm in
Siwa Well No. 1 and 1 rl Bahrein Well No. 1 respectively.	 These
values increase with deptli; in Shvai Well No. 1 near the base of
the Early Cretaceous aquifer at depth of 1,115 to 1,125 in the TDS
value reaches 1,5B4 ppm, rising to 2,985 ppm at the depthof 1,151
to 1,155 in,	 Iii the Harly Carboniferous aquifer at 1,770 to 1,775
iii interval, the TDS value is 3,736 ppm.
The Islarly Carboniferous aquifer is underlain by a thick sedi-
mentary section of about 1,550 m in Siwa Oasis environs. 	 Such
section is constituted of stind4 and sandstones with sliale inter-
j
I
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groundwater
recharge possibilities
calations and ranges in age from Silurian to Cambrian. The ground-
water obtairvad from the depth 1,865 to 1,870 m is relatively saline
and the TDS value is 3,183 ppm.
The movement of groundwater in the investigated area, at least
in the T.a.rly Cretaceous sandstone aquifer, follows the major trend
of the comparable aquifer in Bahariya Oasis Further south, which
is the SW-NE direction, northward and SE-NW movements are
also expected. The static level of groundwater shows declination
in the.
 SIV-NE direction from +134 in in Bahariya Oasis to +37 in
at Abu Senan due north, and to -1- , 73 m at Siwa Oasis due north west.
The movement of groundwater apparently follows the major NE-
SW Bahariya Oasis folding which has been delineated on the LAND-
SAT satellite images.
From the previous discussion on the different hydrogeological
conditions prevailing at Qattara Depression and its neighbourhood,
there exists several possibilities for the recharge of groundwater
in the Qattara Depression area which include Cretaceous and older
sandstone aquifers, connate water, precipitation water, Nile water
and Mediterranean Sea water. The recharge will be discussed in
relation to the following geographic units.
Suuth and West of the Qattara Depression : Regarding the
piezometric head of the Cretaceous sandstone aquifer in the drilled
deep was in Agila, White Rock, El Rahrein and Siwa„ there is an
upward deep seated pressure which increases with depth. The
static head decreases regionally to the north where it ranges from
.about
.
 +140 in to +75 in in the same direction. The natural springs
near the southern limit of the Qattara Depression at El Arag, El
Bahrein, Sitra and Noweimsa Lakes are oriated along fault lines
as illustrated by the structural lineation map (Plate IIT). Moreover,
the lithologic characteristics of the thick successive beds overlying
the Cretaceous and older sandstone aquifers render the upward
leakage difficult. So the possibility of the upward leakage of
groundwater from the mentioned deep seated aquifers into the
Eocene limestones dominating in the southern part of the investigat-
ed area at Sitra, El Bahrein and El Arag, and the Miocene lime-
stone dominating in the western part in the environs of Siwa Oasis
is attained. through channels created by structural disturbances.
On the other hand, there are numerous natural springs distri-
buted in this part, along the peripheries of the tableland and at
its contact with the depressional slopes. The water flowing from
these springs is salty and it belongs to the sodium-chloride type.
This may lead to the thought that the groundwater of such springs
is derived from the water circulating in the limestone plateau, which
is partly formation water diluted with fresh water during pluvial
tames, however, the orientation, of these springs along fault lines and
fissures may give a special role to these lines as channels for bring-
ing water from depth. The possibility of sea grater intrusion and
I
y
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present Nile tenter infiltration into the southern and western parts
of the investigated area is excluded..
From the hydrogeochemical point of view, the water in the Cre-
taceous and older sandstone aquifers detected in the discussed
part is. generally fresh where the salinity ranges betkveen 210 ppm
TDS in 143l Bahrein Well and 500 ppm TDS in Siwa Well, while it
belongs to the bicarbonate-sodium and chloride-sodium chemical
types. Most of the water flowing from the natural springs in this
part is highly saline, sometimes exceeding 5,000 ppm, and it
belongs to chloride, sulphate-sodium type. Vertical chemical changes
and salt concentration in spring water resulting from leaching pro-
cesses might have taken place, but the effect of fault; fracture
systems as well as the litholog y of the enclosing rocks should be
considered in evaluating the spring recharge.
It may be concluded that the Eocene and Miocene aquifers in
the southern and western parts of the Qattara. Depression appear
to be mainly recharged from the upward leafage of the Cretaceous
and older sandstone deep seated water especially along faults and
fracture lines, However, additional contribution from Pleistocene
and Holocene precipitation should be also considered. For a more
precise evaluation of the groundwater in the discussed part a
number of shallow bore holes are recommended to be drilled for
piezometrie observations and for studying the geochemical behav-
iour of the groundwater and its more specific sources and move-
ments.
Bast of the Qattara Depression : In the part extending
from the Qattara Depression eastwards to Rosetta Nile Branch,
there exists natural water basins at Wadi Ll Natrun and DI Moglira
Depression. In this wide park, there is a gradual and regional piezo-
metric slope from Blast to west, i.e. from Rosetta Branch (absolute
level about +10 in) to Wadi BI Natrun (absolute level-approximate-
ly --12 m) to El Moghra. Depression (absolute level about ---38 m)
where the groundwater percolates through permeable Neogene-
Quaternary sediments.
The hydrochemical properties of the groundwater in the dis-
cussed part changes from biemrbonate-calcium type in the shal-
low aquifer existing in Pleistocene and ITolocene gravels to chloride-
sodium and sulphate-sodium types in the Miocene aquifer in Wadi
HI Natrun to chloride-sodium type in the Miocene aquifer in El
Moghra. .
The deep seated faults in the eastern parts are not very ef-
fective where the overlying sedimentary succession is relatively
thick and impermeable. Accordingly, the upward leafage from the
deep seated aquifers is doubted, It is visualized that the Nile water
seeping due west with some contribution from the Neogene connate
water acid rain water are the sou rces of water recharge to the east
of the Qattara. Depression.
so	 E.M. El Shaaly, M.A. Abdel Holy, M.A. El Ghawaby, S.M. Khawcsik and M.M. £I Slimly
North of the Qattara Depression :	 From the physiographic
point of view, the part located between the Mediterranean Sea and
the Qattara Depression is occupied by an immense limestone plateau.
There is an altitude difference of more than 120 in between the
Mediterranean Sea water level and the bottom of the depression.
The plateau is built up to a' considerable extent of cavernous li ne-
stone of Middle Miocene age overlying a thick succession of sandy
facies belonging to the Ra.rly ' Miocene.
	
Northwards, this sandy r
facies changes into clayey facies.
The regional northward dip of the Nyhole succession and the
presence of aquicludes at Paleogene sediments underlying the aqui-
fer limit the intrusion of the sea ixater towards the depression.
The main saline water table which is created as a result of the
sea water intrusion clues not extend beyond 10 to 1.5 km and even
less inlands.
	
this is followed laterally by a deeper water table,
the level of which is controlled by the low lying Qattara Depres-
sion.	 To the east of Dl Daban the groundwater level in the Mio-
cene aquifers is ranging between '-1.8 m and ---50 m.	 The water
flow in this locality is in the southward direction and is not always
smooth, but showing some irregularities which are controlled by
surface topography, local structure, thickness of the aquifer pene-
trated and lateral change of faeies.	 In the part to the south of
Mersa. Matruh, there is also a regional trend of water movement
in the southward direction towards the Qattara Depression. 	 The
groundwater level e. stS always above s@a level in the area oGCllpl- j
ed by El Diffa Plateau beyond the coastal plain. 	 It exists at a
level varying from +9 41 m in Mersa Matruh Well No. 2, to +72 in
in Khalda 1 S1, to +66 m in NKSH 1 SL This high absolute level
..of the groundwater is neither related to the Sea water intrusion, `	 +
nor to the upward leafage: from the deep seated aquifers equivalent '{
to the Cretaceous and older sandstone aquifers dominating in the I	 `
south, due to the great thickness of the overlying succession and
its development into impervious media.	 However, it is visualized
to be related in the first place to connate water with contributions 4'
of precipitation water.
e	 $CI	 o	 CIt^t>1'CIf
fending the execution of detailed research work Along the align-
ment L1 of the proposed canal connecting the Mediterranean Sea.
Project on at El Sira, with the Qattara Depression at Salt Springs or the
grorr,xtdtua^er' 'Western Wadi (Qattara Project Authority, 1976), the following
conclusions are reached regarding the effect of this canal. on the
CorxtEfixoio'`S groundwater conditions in its environs .
The proposed.-catia.l will come surely in coiltact with the Plei-
stocene detrital limestone aquifer, where the fresh to brackish
groundwater_ is floating on the seal water. 	 If the canal is not lured 3
by an impermeable linhig the groundwater: will seep from the aqui- h
fer into the canal along its northern 10 to 15 hm.	 As the aquifer A
is the one normally used for agriculture and civil consumption on
the Mediterranean Sea coastal strip, the leakage has to be quanti.
iII
	 kk
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tatively estimated by further detailed studies. If the canal is lined
even as high as a level of about 150 cm above sea level or in case
of application of nuclear explosives whereby a glazed layer is creat-
ed on the sides of the canal, this will prevent the water seepage
from the aquifer into the canal. In the latter case the effect of
the nuclear explosives on the quality of the part. of the aquifer ad-
jacent to the canal is one of the important problems to be tackled
in the detailed investigations to be carried out alongti the_ canal align-
ment. Another problem which should be evaluated at the same time
is the probable extension of the small perched aquifer at El Qutaf
in El Dabaa locality into the canal site and, accordingly, the pos-
sible seepage from the mentioned aquifer into the canal.
The seepage of the saline sea water from the canal into the
Middle Miocene cavernous limestone aquifer and the Early Miocene
sandstone aquifer will be maintained until an equilibrium is reached.
The seepage is expected to cause the rise of the groundwater table
in the Miocene aquifers, however, this will not cause any particular
damage as these aquifers are not utilized.
The water flowing from the hanging springs along the north
ern rim of the Qattara Depression which is mostly,,brackish to salty
in nature, will be more saline in general near the canal discharge
into the depression. However, as the water flowing from these
springs is not utilized this salinization will not represent any damage
of particular significance. Furthermore, filling the Qattara Depres-
sion, with sea water up to the absolute level of--60 m, as expected
to occur after the execution of the Qattara Project for electric.
power generation, does not appear to affect the groundwater con-
ditions in an adverse manner in the northern and eastern parts of
the depression. The latter will still act as a natural drain for
groundwater reaching El Moghra at a level of about —38 in from
the east, and the northern rim of the depression at an absolute
level below —50 m from the north. Even if there is any change
in the groundwaterlevel after the construction of the canal, the
tendency will be towards the rising of the water level in the
aquifers.
In the southern and western parts of the Qattara Depression,
the pattern of the major faults and fractures there points out to
the importance of conducting detailed investigations on the pos-
sible interconnection between the southern part of the depression
and the. utilized aquifers in Siwa Oasis Depression. There are small
depressions near to the southern part of the Qattara Depression
which include El Arag and others, however, the water in these
depressions is not utilized. The long distance which separates the
Qattara Depression from Siwa Oasis Depression makes the short . .
term effects of filling .the Qattara Depression to the absolute level
of --T60 m on the groundwater in the Siva Oasis Depression highly
improbable, however, the long term effects represent a subject worth
of `further detailed studies.
r	 ^
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TABLE 4. Results of Chemical Analysis of Water Samples 1Fram Several Aquifers.
aG
T.D.S.	 Cations	 Anions
Aquifer	 Locality	 OH --- --- ^----- --	 ----	 -------- —
	
1^1a	 Fc	 Mn	 Ca	 Cl	 SO4	 CO3	 UCO3 a
a
Detrital	 El Dabaa	 _	 360	 8.1	 110	 11	 7	 12	 23	 110	 15	 174
Limestone	 Zaweit El Moneim . . . . . 1 ,380	 6.4	 380	 18	 117	 54	 265	 128	 31	 406	 0(Pleistocene)	 Gemeima . . . . . 	 . . . 4,800	 7.5	 855	 38	 276	 I38	 2,085	 190	 20	 179	 ,CL
Cavernous	 NW El Dabaa ..
	
. .16,000	 7.7	 5,650 430	 417	 77	 9,135	 210	 406	 1.302
Limestone
	 El Qutaf, BI Dabaa.	 400	 6.2	 41	 14	 18	 28	 19	 20	 14	 233	 n
(Middle	 ^+
Miocene)	 GI
Abu Shuruf, Siwa
	
8.985	 7.2	 2,500	 70	 32	 ?&	 3 ,^36 2,300	 15	 94	 n
Limestone
	 Zeitun, Siwa . . . _ . . . . 2 , f 20 	 6.9	 520	 31	 62	 114	 785	 450	 18	 126
(Middle	 Ain Ashtar, Qara . . . . . 8,148	 6.8	 1 ,960	 52	 336	 434	 3,067 2,200	 18	 166
Miocene)	 Ain Qattara, Qara	 . 7,920	 6.7	 2,090	 54	 279	 374	 2,700 2,40D	 11	 193
Washaka 1X Water Well	 --	 —	 —	 —	 —	 --	 13,000	 —	 --	 — s
Sandstone	 Alamein Pieid Water Well	 --	 —	 —	 —	 •—	 11,000	 --	 --
(Early Miocene) Abu Gharadi8 . . . . . . .18 ,120 	 6.9	 5,000	 73	 598	 791	 8,566 3,056	 11	 121
El Mo ,lhra	 . . . . . . . . 2,915	 6.9	 800	 24	 76	 162	 1,350	 425	 11	 123	 F
M3esra Well 1, Bahariya 	 166	 6.4	 28	 17	 11	 10	 39	 15	 —	 92
1	 Sandstone	 Bahariya Well I : . : ; . . 	 240	 6.8	 62	 10	 5	 340	 37	 30	 9	 94	 3:
(Cenomanian)	 Siwa Well I	 620	 7	 213	 16	 3	 9	 157	 130	 22	 145
Ghazalat Well . _ . . . . . 4,830	 6.5	 1 ,550	 49	 37	 123	 1,478	 1,400	 35	 303	 m
S
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